Vision, Aims and Conditions for Naurey Golden Soil Secondary School
Vision
Naurey Golden Soil Secondary School must be known for it`s high professional
level and a school where all students regardless of their social and economic
conditions ensure equal opportunities to learn and develop.
The school must develop the student’s self-reliance, motivation, commitment,
ability for reflection and responsibility.
The main objective is that students turn out to be active citizens participating
in social and cultural life.
Naurey Golden Soil Secondary School must cooperate with the parents, school
board and other stakeholders about teaching and handling the students.

Aims
1. A high professional level


The teachers must be able to adapt the professional knowledge in
relation to each grade and each student

2. The conditions of the students



Attention to that students learn in different ways
Attention to that some students have learning disabilities and therefore
require special planned teaching

3. Methods and forms of organizational teaching






Methods that engage students
Methods that create dialogue between teacher and student and student
and student
Methods that strengthen students coping strategies
Methods which involve concrete and relevant materials from the local
area and from other parts of Tanzania and examples from everyday life
Working forms and forms of organization that activate students
participation and relationship

Conditions



Manageable number of students in each class i.e. maximum of 40
students in each class
No physical/corporal punishment
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Sufficient scholastic materials for each student
Regular maintenance and cleaning of buildings
Open-days for Parents to visit the school and have dialogue with
teachers, school management and students concerning the general
development of the school, at least once a year
Attractive salaries and other benefits to the teachers and other nonteaching staff

The teacher’s competences and relationship with the students









To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

achieve the goals for the school
have skills related to the subject
maintain harmonious relationships
be conscious about the importance of communication
maintain positive expectations regarding the students
demonstrate interest for each students
be able to establish a good mood in the classroom
acknowledge each student by name
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